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Despite Romania joining the EU in 2007, hun-
dreds of bears were killed for almost a decade
under a system of waivers that stopped in 2016
due to a public outcry. Since then, the environ-
ment ministry has allowed so-called nuisance
bears to be killed-those that bother villagers-and
recommends culling only as a last resort. Some
140 bears were killed in 2017 but the tool is
deemed inefficient and bureaucratic by hunters.

Romania is thought to have more than 6,000
brown bears spread across about 30 percent of
the country and especially in the Carpathian
mountains. But environmentalists say the govern-
ment doesn’t even come close to knowing the ac-
tual number.  “The methodology used by the
authorities has not changed over the last few
decades,” said Viorel Popescu, assistant profes-
sor at Ohio University in the United States who
wrote a study on the overestimation of Romania’s
bear population.

“It consists of counting tracks on snow or
mud.” Csaba Domokos, a bear expert and re-
searcher for nature preservation group Milvus,
believes any hunting quota should be based on
scientific studies. “You can’t do population con-
trol through hunting when you don’t know the
population,” he said.

Trophy hunting   
The encounters with bears in villages are not

proof that the population is getting out of hand,
insists Silviu Chiriac, of Large Carnivore Initiative
for Europe, who has been studying Romania’s
wildlife for 20 years. “What has changed is that
now everybody has a mobile phone with a camera
and internet. Anyone can take a picture of a bear
track or of a specimen and post it on Facebook,
giving the impression that Romania is besieged
by animals,” Chiriac told AFP.

Tourists feeding them, inappropriate refuse
management, fields of crops extending near their
habitat also affect the bears’ behavior, according
to environmentalists. Until 2016, hunting as a sport
flourished, and bears were given “tons of apples,
corn, concentrate (a mix of nutrients) and dead
cows brought into the forest to habituate them for
trophy hunting mostly,” Popescu said, a claim dis-
puted by hunters. “Their space and ecology
changed; the whole system changed (in 2016)
when we stopped feeding them,” he added.

Scared    
Cusma village is close to Dealu Negru, a fairy-

tale-like hill which used to be the hunting ground
of former communist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu.
With their backyards going up into the forest, lo-
cals fear they are easy prey. Some say they are
afraid to go out at night or let their children go to
school in the daytime. Twice in the last few months
authorities used the national alert system to warn
residents directly on their phones about a bear’s
presence near Cusma. Domokos warns that vil-
lagers will ultimately take matters into their own
hands and start poisoning the bears if the author-
ities do nothing. “Either way, this won’t end well
for the bears,” Domokos said. — AFP 

Maria Lacatusu, center, 86,
recalls the bear attack inside

the pigs shelter at her place in
Cusma village.

A goat herder walks along with his big dog out of the fear of bear attack on the flock, in Cusma village.


